


Note for teachers
Using the choice screen, children choose a space themed picture.

When the child clicks the picture it links through to a calculation 
with an answer between 1 and 5.

The action buttons control the speed of the presentation which gives 
plenty of time to work through each slide. 

To speed up the actions double click the action buttons.

There is a reveal button for each answer so this gives children as 
much time as they need to work out the answer and put up their 

hands/write on dry wipe boards.

When you click the home button you will return to the choice slide 
and the pictures already chosen will fade away, minimising choice.

Alternatively you can work through slides one after the other by 
using the blue arrow at the bottom of each slide.



Chose an image



4 aliens are having a space race.

Start1 alien gives up and goes back to the spaceship.

How many aliens are left in the race?

Reveal 
Answer3 The Equation4-1=3



3 astronauts are outside the rocket.

Start2 astronauts get back into the rocket.

How many astronauts are left outside the rocket?

Reveal 
Answer1 The Equation3-2=1



5 aliens are forming a crew to go to Earth.

Start1 alien doesn’t want to go to earth so it leaves.

How many aliens are left in the crew?

Reveal 
Answer4 The Equation5-1=4



3 robots have been sent to space to fix a satellite.

StartThey all have to go back to earth to get more equipment.

How many robots are left in space?

Reveal 
Answer0 The Equation3-3=0



4 rockets set off towards the moon.

Start2 rockets have a failure so have to go back to earth.

How many rockets are still on their way to the moon?

Reveal 
Answer2 The Equation4-2=2



Start

2 aliens spaceships are looking for their home planet.

1 of the spaceships finds the home planet. The other gets lost.

How many spaceships are still looking for their home planet?

Reveal 
Answer1 The Equation2-1=1




